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Winner of a 1999 Los Angeles Times Book Prize. Galileo's Daughter is innovative history and a

wonderfully told tale. Sobel seamlessly recounts history as wonderful narrative filled with outsized

characters all marching toward a booming climax. Sobel is a master storyteller...What she has done,

with her choice of excerpts and her strong sense of story, is bring a great scientist to life. Reading

Galileo's Daughter, we hear Galileo's voice, we sense his pain and share his excitement, and once

again. we marvel at how the human mind, and heart, can lift so much.
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Winner of a 1999 Los Angeles Times Book Prize. Galileo's Daughter is innovative history and a

wonderfully told tale. Sobel seamlessly recounts history as wonderful narrative filled with outsized

characters all marching toward a booming climax. Sobel is a master storyteller...What she has done,

with her choice of excerpts and her strong sense of story, is bring a great scientist to life. Reading

Galileo's Daughter, we hear Galileo's voice, we sense his pain and share his excitement, and once

again. we marvel at how the human mind, and heart, can lift so much.

This is the one book I recommend to everyone, men and women, especially if you like historical

biography. It is not fiction and it tells about Galileo's life from the letters written to him by his

daughter, with the history being filled in by the author. While none of Galileo's letter survived, you

feel as if you are there and part of the history as it is being made. It is very well written and you will

enjoy reading it again.



This is a well written and unique perspective on historical science and the culture surrounding it.

Would highly recommend it for anyoneÃ¢Â€Â‹ interested in history, science, theology or psychology.

Fascinating book. Very well written.

i enjoyed after I got into it.

My wife loved it. A recap of previous works by others.

A great personal renditions of Galileo and obstacles he had to deal with.

One of my most favorite books!

Good book, I really enjoyed it!
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